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Objective Questions 

1. Basic blocks are constructed for _____________ optimization. 
a) local  b) global c) loop  d) data flow analysis 

2. Replacement of runtime computations by compile time computations is _______________. 
a) elimination of common sub-expressions  b) constant folding  
c) local optimization     d) algorithm optimization 

3. ‘Reduction in strength’ type of optimization is 
a) Reduction of the number of statements in a loop 
b) Reduction of the number of induction variables 
c) Reduction of an expensive operator by a cheaper one 
d) Reduction of the complexity of the algorithm 

4. Find the odd one out. 
a) live variable analysis  b) detection of common sub-expression 
c) minimum distance matching d) computation of values outside the blocks 

5. Optimization(s) connected with x := x+0 is(are) 
a) peephole and algebraic  b) reduction in strength and algebraic 
c) peephole only   d) loop and peephole 

6. The cost of the instruction MUL #1, R1 is 
a) 2 b) 3 c) 1 d) 6 

7. An address descriptor is maintained for _______________. 
a) each name in a block 
b) each symbol in the program 
c) each register variable 
d) each memory variable 

8. A register descriptor 
a) keeps track of the usage of a register 
b) keeps track of what is currently in each register 
c) keeps track of what is currently in each address 
d) keeps track of the address of each register 

9. The cost of the following instruction sequence is 
MOV b, R0 
ADD c, R0 
MOV R0, a 
a) 3 b) 2 c) 6 d) 4 

10. In a simple code generation algorithm the GETREG() function is used to 
a) return the location   b) determine the location 
c) find the previous location  d) find the next location 

 



Short Questions 

1. What is optimization? List different methods for code optimization. 
2. What is dead code elimination? Explain. 
3. Define code optimization and optimizing compiler. 
4. What is meant by short-circuit or jumping code? 
5. Explain unreachable codes with examples. 
6. What do you mean by spilling and spill code? 
7. What is peephole optimizations? 
8. What are the various problems in code generations? 
9. Name the techniques of loop optimization. 
10. Write about type systems and checking of types. 

Long Questions 

1. Explain peephole optimization technique with suitable examples. 
2. Explain different code optimization techniques used in compilation process to generate optimized code. 
3. What is the purpose of next use information in code generation? Explain with examples. 
4. What are the necessities of optimization in compilation? Discuss the factors influencing optimization. 
5. Write short notes on 

(a) Peephole optimization 
(b) Error Handler 

 

___________________ 


